Abstract. Algebraic varieties V are investigated on which the natural analogue of the classical Phragmén-Lindelöf principle for plurisubharmonic functions holds. For a homogeneous polynomial P in three variables it is shown that its graph has this property if and only if P has real coefficients, no elliptic factors, is locally hyperbolic in all real characteristics, and the localizations in these characteristics are square-free. The last condition is shown to be necessary in any dimension.
Introduction
An algebraic variety V in C n , n ≥ 2, has the property (SPL) if there exists a constant A ≥ 1 such that for each plurisubharmonic function u on V the estimates u(z) ≤ |z| + o(|z|), z ∈ V, and u(z) ≤ 0, z ∈ V ∩ R n , (1.1)
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By the classical Phragmén-Lindelöf Theorem, V = C n satisfies (SPL) with A = 1. Thus the varieties with the property (SPL) are the ones for which a natural extension of the Phragmén-Lindelöf Theorem holds. This, however, is not the only reason why they are of interest. By results of Meise, Taylor, and Vogt [10], [11], [15] , the zero variety
of a homogeneous polynomial P m of degree m ≥ 2 in n variables satisfies (SPL) if and only if the differential operator P (D) : 
In this situation, Meise and Taylor [9] have shown recently that if V (P )
satisfies (SPL) then P m is square-free and has real coefficients. They also proved that V (P ) satisfies (SPL) if P m is of real principal type and none of its irreducible factors is elliptic. For n = 2 this condition is a characterization and is equivalent to P m being strictly hyperbolic or P m being a product of m distinct real linear forms. Moreover, Meise and Taylor [9] showed that for real homogeneous polynomials P m , V (P ) has (SPL) if and only if both varieties
have (SPL) and that V (P ) has (SPL) if and only if the operator P (D) :
) admits a continuous linear right inverse.
In the present paper we improve the necessary condition of P m being square-free and use the improvement to characterize in dimension n = 3 when V (P ) has (SPL). To formulate the result, denote by (P m ) θ the lowest order homogeneous polynomial in the expansion of z → P m (θ + z). Using the concept of quasihomogeneity and a result of [4], we show that if V (P ) has (SPL) then (P m ) θ is square-free for each θ ∈ V (P m ) ∩ R n , |ξ| = 1. Of course, this condition is a lot more restrictive than the requirement that P m is square-free. In fact, for n = 3 it leads to the following characterization:
